"Like a Comet Across
the Heavens"
Charles Simmons says Spike Lee's film is a
great and important one, but it would take
two or three more such films to do justice to
the life of Malcolm X.
'
ames Baldwin came to
Hollywood
in 1968,
against the warnings of
his friends and relatives,
to write a script for a
movie on EI Hadj Malik
EI Shabazz. But Baldwin, who had already written
The Fire Next Time and Nobody Knows My Name,
could not accept the insulting changes the project's
managers demanded. He abruptly packed his bags
for Manhattan, and was back before anyone knew
he had left. Ernesto "Che" Guevara was the subject
of another film in the works at the same time. Hollywood, Baldwin thought, had reduced Guevara
and Fidel Castro to bumbling caricatures, and the
same fate awaited Malcolm X.
Fortunately, a later generation of African American filmmakers has now begun to produce its own
perspective on history. The new filmmakers have
also proved themselves at the box office, leaving the
film industry little to argue about on its way to the
bank. It is against that background that Spike Lee
rescued the Malcolm project.
Even so, Lee's project, which pegs the story more
closely to Alex Haley's and Malcolm's own Autobiography of Malcolm X, had to be saved at a crucial
point in the filming by a cash infusion from such
contributors as Bill Cosby and Oprah Winfrey. The
original backers refused to provide additional funds
to finish the project.
The result has defied the naysayers once again.
Malcolm X is a three-hour volcanic eruption of
drama and acting that scorches every soul in its
audiences. Viewers leave the theater moved to tears.

It is also as accurate as one could hope - no small
achievement for a film that tries to condense the
life of a giant who, as Jose Marti wrote about a great
poet, "moved across the Earth like a comet across
the heavens." The film depicts a childhood of bitter
poverty, worsened when Malcolm's father is assassinated by the KKK for teaching Marcus Garvey nationalism; later, cold Michigan winters and equally
frigid welfare bureaucrats drove his overburdened
mother into an avoidable insanity. The young Malcolm Little, known as Detroit Red, storms through
the night clubs of New York and Boston during
World War II, mastering the jitterbug, gambling,
cocaine and women of all colors, until a judge
(played, ironically, by civil rights attorney William
Kuntsler with convincing fervor) hands him a
seven-year prison sentence for burglary.
It is within these forsaken walls that the young
man, whose flashing eyes and red hair earn him the
name "Satan," begins two of his greatest transformations. He learns to read and write by memorizing
the dictionary, and he joins the Nation of Islam.
The Nation of Islam, led by the Honorable Elijah
Muhammad - played by AI Freeman, who actually
looks like "The Messenger" - won a growing urban
African American following between the 1950s and
the 1970s. The media termed the religion simply
"the Black Muslims." And Malcolm Little, Detroit
Red, Satan, became Malcolm X.
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BLACK NATIONALISM
Black Nationalism, closely associated with the
Abolitionist movement, was a major contributor
both to Marcus Garvey's movement during World
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Malcolm X in 1963.

War I and to the Nation of Islam, and a closer look
at its history would have been useful in the film.
Its first expression was in thousands of slave rebellions that began with the first slave shipments in
the early 1600s - rebellions organized by Muslims,
sailors, free Blacks and kidnapped Africans with a
centuries-old heritage of independence and worldwide commerce and travel.
Such a history would have to include the Haitian
revolution, where Africans (led by Toussaint L'Ouverture) became the first slaves in the Americas to
free themselves and join the ranks of that century's
liberated nations. The news sparked widespread revolts in the West Indies and the southern United
States, requiring emergency troop mobilizations
that lasted through the Civil War.
It would also include numerous Back-to-Africa
movements in the United States and the West Indies
in the last two centuries, some of which won the
support of Abraham Lincoln. Until Reconstruction,
it was widely assumed that former slaves would one
day be returned to Africa or the West Indies. It actually happened in Liberia, where the U.S. installed
a state peopled by its former slaves.
Spike Lee's Malcolm X leaves the impression that
Blacks joined the Nation of Islam solely because it
taught that whites and Christianity were the cause
of fundamental dislocation in Black communities,
thereby inspiring hatred of whites. But the primary
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causes of the Nation of Islam's expanding membership lay elsewhere. The Nation showed successes
in rehabilitating prisoners, drug addicts, prostitutes
and a wide range of fallen and abandoned humanity, giving them hope, dignity, discipline and employment. A cursory glance at the communities
around Muslim Mosques revealed that Blackowned business spread and the fate of women and
families improved. Muslims would intervene to
stop woman and child abuse in their communities,
and their independent schools equipped young
people with a distinct, dignified behavior. These
were the main reasons that members followed Mr.
Elijah Muhammad, and that huge crowds turned
out to hear the Nation of Islam national spokesperson Malcolm X. Malcolm, in turn, spoke to his
overflowing audiences less and less of religious differences in the community and increasingly emphasized unity and self-help.
Meanwhile, the film's treatment of the relationship between Malcolm and his wife, Betty Shabazz,
filmed under the watchful eye of Mrs. Shabazz, sets
a new standard for tenderness and warmth in a Hollywood movie.
Malcolm was painfully disillusioned by the accusations that Elijah Muhammad, his hero and father figure, had been involved with young women
in the Nation of Islam and was the target of several
paternity suits. Jealous ministers worked to exacerbate the tension between the national spokesman
and his leader. After President John Kennedy's assassination, Malcolm's declaration that "the chickens have come home to roost" made national headlines, and Muhammad silenced him for allegedly
endangering the organization.
When no amount of explanation seemed sufficient to restore his credibility or his relationship
with the organization, Malcolm turned toward
Mecca. His pilgrimage to the Holy City of Islam,
where he earned the name El Hadj Malik El
Shabazz, marked the shift to the final phase in his
life. Malcolm discovered that Islam is an international religion that embraces members of all races
and colors as equals. From that discovery until his
death, his major concern was unity among all peoples struggling against oppression.
INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION
In a major international political shift, the African struggle against old and new European colonialism was then taking an increasingly successful
turn. That shift, which the film does not mention,
provided the context in which Malcolm founded a
new sect of Islam, Muslim Mosque, Ine., and the
secular Organization of African American Unity,
which took its lead from Africa's intergovernmental
Organization of African Unity. El Hadj Malik El
Shabazz was among the first of the centuries-long
line of African nationalists in the Americas to es-

tablish official relations with Africa. His participation in the annual conference of African heads of
state instantly elevated the level of Pan-African, labor and human rights political activity in the
United States beyond the scope of the traditional
civil rights movement.
Even Malcolm's symbolic decision to charge the
U.S. with genocide at the United Nations had deep
historical roots. In 1951, an interracial group led
by Dr. W.E.B. Du Bois and Attorney William Patterson had petitioned the United Nations for the
same charges.
To its credit, Malcolm X takes several quick shots
at CIA surveillance of Malcolm. But it offers no explanation of the massive FBI-CIA Cointelpro operation that, according to post- Watergate congressional testimony, targeted civil 'and human rights
activists, journalists and religious and political leaders with "dirty tricks" and assassinations throughout the 1960s and '70s. The testimony reveals a long
target list that included Patrice Lumumba, Fidel
Castro, Indonesia's Sukarno and many others.
There is no mention of French President Charles
DeGaulle, who would not let Malcolm re-enter
Paris for fear of CIA intrigue on French soil. Nor
do we learn that Malcolm was poisoned at a conference of African presidents in Egypt, and rescued
by Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser.
Malcolm's assassination should be viewed in that
light. While it may be true that jealousy and hostility
among some of Mr. Muhammad's followers inspired them to participate in the murder, history
shows that gunmen in political shootings are seldom the significant cause of the event. Usually they
are merely paid mechanics.
Who had the motive, opportunity and means to
conduct a multimillion dollar campaign of international surveillance over a decade, beginning long
before Malcolm's split with the Nation of Islam; to
prepare a professional bombing of Malcolm's
home; to poison him in Egypt; to alert DeGaulle;
to organize the continual harassment of the movement's newspaper, Muhammad Speaks, including its
confiscation at newsstands; to get the State Department to deny passports? Even if members of the
Nation of Islam had wanted to do those things, it
is highly unlikely that they could have afforded it.
Spike Lee's film is a great and important one,
but it would take two or three more such films to
do justice to Malcolm's life. There is his work in
the late 1950s in support of Robert F. Williams, a
freedom fighter in the struggle to defend Blacks accused of kidnapping Klansmen who had driven
through Black communities in Monroe, North
Carolina firing guns at the residents. There is his
historic meeting with Martin Luther King, Jr. at the
congressional civil rights debates in 1965. There is
his close friendship with boxer Muhammad Ali,
who was perhaps the first major Black athlete to

oppose the Vietnam War and was stripped of his
title for it. There were the numerous speakers before
Malcolm who established the tradition of streetcorner political debates, often in front of the Michaux
Bookstore on 125th Street, where Harlem listened
carefully and argued and learned.
There was his warm meeting with Fidel Castro
in 1960 at another Harlem shrine, the Theresa Hotel, which hosted Dr. Castro in spite of a U.S. government ban. That scene, before the Bay of Pigs invasion or the October Missile Crisis, was the first
time this writer recalls seeing Malcolm X. A huge,
effervescent crowd of African Americans and
Puerto Ricans celebrated at the top of their lungs
on 125th Street as Malcolm and the Cuban delegation looked on from the balcony, both of them defying the continuous harassment of the U.S. State
Department.
The newspaper Malcolm organized in the late
1950s, Muhammad Speaks, is also missing from the
film. Muhammad Speaks was a fighting voice of the
human rights movement in the U.S. and the world,
and one of the few consistent sources of information about Third World struggles against colonialism - rare in the establishment press even in 1992.
Muslims selling the paper were a common sight
throughout major urban areas, and its circulation
surpassed 500,000 readers at its height. The newspaper lasted until Elijah Muhammad's death in the
mid-1970s.
The establishment press has consistently attempted to keep Malcolm safely and quietly hidden
away in the grave while promoting - and sanitizing
- Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Even though one
might think, from the national posturing every
January, that King had nothing but friends throughout the country, younger readers ought to know
that the major media were almost as hostile to the
living and protesting Dr. King as they were to Malcolm X. The truth is that both leaders made gallant
contributions to the human rights history of our
America, and both had few friends in ruling class
America.
Embattled American history, now shaken to its
foundations by the great debate over the Columbus
Quincentennial, must wipe the smog of misinformation from its eyes once more and look with hope
toward the future. History is indebted to the rap
groups, to Spike Lee and to Pan-African Studies
programs around the nation for their resurrection
of El Hadj Malik El Shabazz. Thanks are also due
to artists and activists such as Amiri Baraka, Ossie
Davis and Ruby Dee, and elder historian Dr. John
Henrik Clark, who kept the pressure on Spike Lee
to ensure accuracy. A PBS television documentary
will air this month, from the team that made the
civil rights series Eyes on the Prize; it will be still
another contribution to understanding the heritage
of Malcolm X. •
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